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Shutters

BEIGE WOODBURY SHUTTER

Shutters bring a classic and traditional finish to any room, offering
both privacy and light control whilst being durable and stylish.
Suitable for use on windows, Sliding doors and multi or bi-folding
doors.
At Blind Outlet we supply a variety of beautiful Shutters for the internal
areas of your home and quality Aluminium Shutters for External areas.

Manufactured from an advanced polymer, the enhanced waterproof
design allows the shutter to withstand high humidity and condensation
and Features UV-inhibiting finishes to maintain brilliance.
Ideal for use where there is strong sunlight , exposure to the elements
or water.

Our range includes:

Normandy Hardwood Shutters by Norman
The Normandy Shutters are an exceptional custom hardwood shutter
with distinct wood grain.

Woodlore Shutters by Norman
Woodlore® shutters are constructed with an extremely durable solid
MDF core and are wrapped in a tough poly coating ensuring your
shutters can withstand the rigours of today’s busy lifestyles.

Sussex Hardwood Shutters by Norman
Available with the most custom options, Sussex shutters are our finest
quality timber shutters, Crafted by hand from select hardwood, Sussex
shutters offer the ultimate expression of elegant window furniture
design for those who demand the best.

The Woodlore shutter brings you the same character of genuine
wood without the expense. They will resists fading, staining, splitting,
and warping and are available with an extensive range of panel and
frame design options

Aluminium Shutters
Highly durable and weather resistant, aluminium shutters provide
added security, privacy and functionality to the inside or outside areas
of your home or business.

Woodbury Shutters by Norman
Designed for durability the Woodbury shutter encompasses a perfect
balance of strength and beauty.

Available in a large range of colours we can have your Aluminium
shutters made to match any colour scheme.
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